• Energetic trapped particles are shown to introduce a new unstable solution to the internal kink and ballooning modes in tokamaks. Both the real frequencies and growth rates of the instabilities are comparable to the trapped-particle precession frequency.
The instability mechanism is due to a resonance between the HHD mode and hot trapped particle precessional drifts. This resonance has also been found to cause rapid ejection of the trapped particles. ' ' Combining the instability and ejection processes, we can then simulate the complete "fishbone" event. since this destabilizing mechanism is rather general, we then apply it to the ideal ffHD ballooning mode' 4 ' 5^ in order to interpret the high-frequency (~ 100 kH2) oscillations also observed experimentally.' ' In addition to neutral bean, injection, other sources of energetic trapped particles can be considered, such as cyclotron resonant heating and fusion alpha particles.' ' Finally, highly energetic trapped particles "hose precession frequency exceeds the ideal MHD growth rate can enhance stabilization and possibly provide access to second stability in tokamaks• l In the next section, analytical theory of the "fishbone" internal kink instability is first described. He then present numerical simulations of the full "fishbone" cycle. In Sec. Ill, trapped particle excitation of the ideal MHD ballooning mode is considered. Several schemes for stabilization are presented in Sec. IV. B. Simulation of the "fishbone" cycle.
MHD perturbations with w in resonance with 5^ can cause secular radial drift of energetic trapped particles. To see this, consider a perturbation SB rotating toroidally with 51 = ">Rs .
In the frame moving with the perturbation there is an electric field SB =JJ X SB,, producing a 6EQ. This in turn produces a 6Eg *B radial drift of particles. If the trapped particles and the perturbation remain in phase (***5aT.}» this motion is secular, A Monte-Carlo code based on a Hamiltonian guiding center drift orbit formalism' 3 ' has been used to study the resonant loss process and to simulate the full "fishbone" cycle. The mode structure was obtained from a nonlinear MHD initial value code which reproduced the two principal diagnostic signals, due to soft X-ray detectors and Mirnov coils. The dispersion relation was calculated numerically using the instantaneous particle distribution. The initial particle distributions were given by beam injection and evolution codes.
the results of a typical simulation using PDX parameters are shown in Fig. 1 . As soon as <B h t > exceeds <S^ t^crit tl1e moc * e begins to grow. fit some point the mode reaches a significant amplitude ( SB/B " 10 ) and begins to affect particle motion, ejecting particles in a beacon rotating toroidally with frequency u " <w ( j n >. This loss process is rapid, and <8 n t > drops to <0 n t > CI -it typically in hundreds of microseconds. The loss begins with particles of highest energy, and since a" ~ E, this produces a whistling downward of the "fishbone" frequency (~ 20 kH2 for PDX) during the loss process, which is also observed experimentally. The maximum mode amplitude is reached when <B h t > has dropped to <8 h t^crit ( Imtt,=°} < and the mode continues to eject particles, driving <B n t > well below <B n t > crif ' nie mode then decays to a point where it no longer affects particle motion, and the cycle begins over. The beam deposition rate is typically much lower than the loss rate, so the time between bursts of MHD activity is longer than the bursts themselves.
Growth rates, frequencies, =.nd other properties of the "fishbone" cycle depend on the beam injection parameters, and the nature of the equilibrium.
In particular, high shear can make the particle precession rate a strong function of position, limiting resonance with the mode as a particle moves outwards.
IV. TRAPPED PARTICLE-INDUCED MHD BALLOONING INSTABILITY
By analogy with the theory of "fishbones," one may expect that energetic trapped particles can also destabilize ideal MHD ballooning modes by introducing a new unstable branch at |(c| = SL h . The major difference is that whereas the m=l=n internal kink-"fishbones" involve radially global quantities, the high-mode-number ballooning instabilities will be localized near a flux surface. 
